Specifications
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING
16,000 GVWR included in base price.
LENGTH
16 ft. nominal, plus 7 ft. gooseneck. Available at extra cost in lengths up to and including 32 ft.
in 2 ft. increments with corresponding increases in GVWR.
WIDTH
7 ft. inside width. (Additional inside widths of 7.5’, 8’, and 8.5’ are also available)
HEIGHT
7 ft. inside height.
COUPLER
2-5/16 in. diameter ball-type with adjustable coupler height.
FRONT END
Tapered front.
SIDES
Formed offset sheet and post sections of aluminum with two sizes of punched and
double-embossed oval openings. Formed posts on 21" centers.
Choice of Side Patterns: A,B,C,D, etc.
ROOF
One-piece, stretched aluminum..
REAR DOOR
Style "A" with L.H. Roll-up; and anti-rack lock rod and latch with full width rubber bumper.
Other rear door styles to choose from.
REAR END
Full-width rubber bumper.

FLOOR
.110" thick flat aluminum treadplate. Crossbars on 6" centers.
LANDING GEAR
12,000 lb. drop leg with high-speed crank.
BRAKES
Four-wheel; electric
BRAKE BREAKWAY KIT
Accidental disconnect safety feature.
AXLES
OPTIONAL
WHEELS
Must be added to the order.
TIRES
Must be added to the order.
SPARE TIRE CARRIER
Curb side, front drop.
SIDE DOOR
Must be added to the order.
LIGHTS
Meets or exceeds I.C.C. standards.
INTERIOR LIGHTS
(1) Interior light on 22 ft. models and shorter.
(2) Interior light on 24 ft. models and longer.
(2) Interior light on 22 ft. models and shorter with deck rail.
(4) Interior light on 24 ft. models and longer with deck rail.
HEADER
Extruded aluminum.
CROWD GATE
Style "A" with outside-release latch; punched pan. Standard on trailer 24' and under. Trailers
over 24' you must call out 1 full frame gate.
NOSE GATE
Style "D" – solid pan type, fold down
RUBRAIL
Extruded aluminum with horizontal protective lip.
FINISH
Steel coated with black Corsol™ anti-corrosive metal treatment; all aluminum left natural.

